
PhysicB. - "On peodesic pl'ecession." By Prof .. J. A. SOIIOU'l'EN. 

(Oommunicated by Prof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated at the meeting of ~'ebruary 26, 1921). 

In a preceeding communication I 1) have demonstrated geometrically, 
th at a system ofaxes, moved geodesically along a closed curve in 
a non-euclidean Vs' will show a de\'Ïation when l'eturned to its 
starting point. Fot' the special case that the linear element of the 
Va is the spaciaL pad of the liI18al' element of SCHW ARZSCHILD and 
that tho curve is a circle round the sun with a radius equal 1.0 the 
mean radius of the orbit of the earth, this deviation is 0.013/ 1 aftel' 
one revolution. 

Now if flrstly the fourdimensional pl'oblem of the motion of a 
material point in a statie gravitational tield, neglec1.ing as U('lual 

a' 
quantities of order R" could be reduced to a problem of classical 

mechanics (mechanics with the fundamental theorem: force = mass 
X geodesic acceleration) in a threedirnensional non-euclidean space, 
and if secondly we could dernoJlstmte that a geodesically moving 
system ofaxes may be regal'ded in first approximation as an inertial
system, than we might concludefol' the earth to a deviation of the 
ordinary pl'eeession to the amount of 0.013". 

In the mean time FOKKrm '),. starting with the complete linear 
element of SCHWARZSCHILD, has demonstl'ated with a fourdimensional 
calenlation, that, apart from othel' relativity-corrections on the ol'dinary 
precession, a geodesic precession exists, th at is exactly 1 1

/. X 0.013". 
Now we can show that this difference is raused by the fact, that 

the fourdimensional problem can be reduced then and only then 
to a threedimensional one, when the square of the velocity is of 

a' 
order W' the square of the real occuring velocity in general being 

tIt 

of order R: 
The worId-line of a mataria} point is gi ven by the equation: 

óJd8=O. . (1) 

1) Proc Kon. Akao., XXI 1918, p. 533--539. 
2) Proc. Kon. Akad. XXIII, 1921, p, 729. 
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Now if ds' has the form 

ds' = (1- ~)dt2-dl' =( 1-- ~) dt'- ( 1 + ~ )dr'-r'8in'ed(p'~r'de\ (2) 

than (1) can be replaced by 

0= ófV!(1 -n -(#,)'( d,= 
t, 

t. 

ti 

= _ óJ \ ~- + ~ ~~ + 1 / (~~)' --I- :- ~- (~l)' I- 1 (~).~ I dt. 12r 8 r' 2 dt 4 r dt 8 dt \ 

In this equation the seeond term and the two last terms only 
{j 

then can be neglected with respect to thc other tenns, when ~. 
l' 

and consequently 

into 

~- is of ol'der--;:. (
dl)' a2 Tben the equatÎon changes 
dt f·· 

(4) 

But tbis is the cqnation of classical mechanics in a threedimensional 
,~ . 

space with the linear element dl and a potential function U = 2-; . (4) IS 

eq;uivalent to 

~u _ ~::x -I- [ÀV] dmÀ dm . 
Om'" - gxl'_ dt" f-t dt dt 

(5) 

If -~- and consequently (~l)' is of order~, which in particular 
21' dt r 

holds for the linear eÎement of SCHWAHZSCHlLD, for which (j= a, the 
reduetion to a threedimensional pl'oblem is not possible, at least 

not in th is way 1). 
Now we wil! demonstl'ate, th at in the tbl'eedimensional problem 

I) Hence the equations derived Proc. Kon. Akad. XXI 1918, 1176-1183 on 
a 

p. 1178-1180 hold only for veloeities of order---. 
r 
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a geodesically moving system ofaxes is unde!' eertain conditions an 
inertiaIsystem. Therefore we firstly write out the equations (4) fol' 
the linear element dl. 

Since 

r = - r 8~n' (), rp = -t- r sm l 
(), [

CP (P] . [fPr] . I 
[

(P()] 
rp = + r" sin () cos (), 

r()r] \ 
[

qJ(P] () = - r~ sin() cos (), 

L () = + r, [()()] -_-r, 
r 

the other symbols of CHHIs'roFFEL being zero, we have 

- 1/. S = l-J-- - l' - 1/. - r' -- r sin' ()(p' - re' ~ ( a) .. a. . 
r r r~ 

0= r' sin' ()'"cp + 2r sin' () ~ ~ + 2r' .~in () cos () rP iJ 

o = r 2 'iJ -- r 2 sin () cos f) (p' + 2r ~ iJ 
A motion, satistying these equations is tbe cil'cular motion : 

. {j 
r = R = constant, (p' = w 3

0 = 2R8 I 
:Jr 

()=-
2 

. (6) 

. (7) 

(8) 

When we consider only motions, deviating little from tbis circular 
:Jr 

one, we ean put sin () = 1, cos () =-- - () and neglect in the first 
2 

equation ~. nnd 0" in the second one cos () 8 and in the third 
one r é. Then these equations pass into: 

1 ~ ( a) ... - /s r 2 = 1 +;- r - r rp' 

0= r;p + 2~ P 
o = B - C08 () lp' 

(9) 

Now we introduce the variabies x, y and z by the cquations: 

r=R+01)(1-2~) 
1
\ 

w'=~ \ 
y 

rp = w.t + El' 

:rr: z 
- - () = cos () = -
2 R 

o 2R' 

I 

(10) 

x, y, z form a l'ectangular system ofaxes moving with a velocity 
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RWot along the orbit r = R, 
of the radius and the axis 
thc equations pass into 

the axis of :1' having always the direction 
of y the direction of the motion. Then 

0= (1 + 2~) ~ - 2w g y'- 3wo' 01) ( 1 - 2~) 

0= ij + 2wo ( 1 .- 2~) ;; (11) 

or 

.. ( a) . ( a) \ 
01) = 2 1 - 2R WO Y + 3 1 -- Ti w. 2 

01) 

y = -- 2 (1 - 2~) Wo .~ (12) 

Z = - w/ z, 

We furthel' pass to a syslem ofaxes .1:' , y', Z', which revol yes with 
respect to a .. , y, z around the ayis of z with an angular velocity w 

in the sen se of y to x, the axis of z' coinciding with the axis of z: 

11' -,- 01)' cos wt + y' sin wt 

y = - 01)' sin wt + y' cos wt (13) 

z = z', 

Then the equations pass into: 

~'=-2~W--W.( 1-iR)~ y' +3Wo~( 1-"~) (.v' coss wt+ y' sin WtC08Wt) + \ 

+ ~WI-2WWo(1-2aR)to1)' 

Y'c=+2~W-W.( 1- 2aR)~ ;'+3wo 2( l--tR) (x'coswt sinwt+y'ain' wt)-
(14) 

+ lW'-2ww{1-'2~D:Y' 
~'=-wo' Zl, 

Being given a sphericaI body with centre in the orIgme of the 
system x, y, zand so small, that the squares of its dimensions may 
be neglected. Then, sllpposing the body with this negleetion to be 

rigid, in the expressions of the moments 2: m (y' Z' -~ z' "i/) cyel. the 
terms with x', y', z' wil! all contain an inertiaI product or a difference 
of two equal inertial moments and consequently th is terms wil! 

vanish. The terms with :V', i/ and ~' then and only then v~pish for 
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every kind of motion with respect to x', .11 ' and z' if w be choosen 
in such way tbat tbe terms with x', ij' and ~I vanish in the equations 
(14), i.e. if: 

(15) 

But in this case x', .11 ' , z' is extactly a geodesically moving system 
ofaxes as I demollstrated in tbe pu blieation l'efel'l'ed· to on the 

first page. Aftel' one l'evolution this systom has turned over Jla. 
R 

This can of cOlll'se also be calculated in tbe fourdi mensional way. 
Starting with the linea1' element (2) we find a precession passing 
for tJ = 0 (velocity appmaching to zero) in the above ealculated 

:;ra 
value Rand for fJ = a in 1 1

/. X this value. 

[t is worth observing the ordinal'y pl'ecession gets. possibly also 
another value in relativistic mechanics than in classical mechanics, 
a possibility pointed out by D1~ Sl'fTER. By moans of the equations 
given by FOKKER it wil! be possible to calculate the deviation caused 
by this, at least 80 fal' as it is not influenced by 1'o1'ces caused by 
the mutual attl'actions of the parts of the planet. 

Physics. -- Mutual lnfluence of Neighbouring .F'raunllOfer Lines" 1). 
By Prof. W. H. JULIUS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 29, Hl21.) 

lf tbe hypothesis holds good that the darkness of Fraunhofer lines 
is not a pure absol'ption effect- as it is eommonly supposed to be-
but ehiefly duo to anomalous disp(~rsion (showing itself both in mole
cular diffusion and iI'regular ray-eurving'), we ma,}' ex peet on theo
rotieal grounds ') that neighbOLll'ing Fraunhofer lines will, as a rule, 
seem to t'epel each otber. H, rww, slleb a mutual influence is 
actually found to exist, a mighty support will thus be given to the 
said interprotation of the solal' spectrum, as long as it l'emains 
impossible to explain that phenomenon on the basis of' the eurl'erJt 
view that one is dealing with mere absorption lines. 

In a communieation on "Tbe general l'clativity theory and the 
solar spectrum" 3) we have made use of tho all'oady l'eliable and 
st1'iking' resnlts obtainod in a preliminaJ'Y research on the manifes
tations of mutual influenee of' Fraunhofer lines as appeal'ing in the 
limb-eentl'e displaeements measured by AOAMS 4) about t.be .rear 
1910. At my request Dr. P. H. VAN UT'I"l'ERT and Dr. M. MINNAmR'l' 
have, bowo\'el', onCe more examined Lhe same data with the utmost 
cat'o, using still more rigorously defined eriteria, in order th at e\'el'y 
traee of bias might he avoided in selecting the lines. Besides, the 
investigation has been extended over the observation son limb-centre 
displaeements published by EVERSHlW, NARAYANA A YYER and ROYDS 5) 

in 1914---UH 6. [I will appeal' that this extension of Ihe field has 
led to a considerable eorrohoration of the fOl'mer inferences, 80 as 
1;0 put the existenee of mutual influenee pl'actieally beyond doubt. 

Care has been taken, of eourse, that dUl'ing the aet; of seleeting 
lines that would pl'obably be influenced, one was ignorant of .the 
observed displaeements. Basing ou1'sel ves on the coneeption bow, 

1) This paper is an abstract of an ampler article that has since appeared in the 
Astrophysical Journal 54, 92 (1921). (Note, added Janual''y 1922). 

2) Cf. Astroph. Journ. 43, 49--f.3 (1916). 
3) W. H. JULlUS and P. H. VAN CITTfèR'l'. These Proc. 23, 522 (1920). 

4) W. S. ADAMS, Astroph. Journal 31, 30 (1910); Mt. Wilson Contrib. No. 43. 
5) EVERSHED and HOYDS, Kodaik. Bull. 39 (J 914); NARAYANA AYYER, Kodaik. 

Bull. 44 (1914); ROYDs, Kodaik. Bull. 53 (1916). 
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